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CAE820 Compressed Air Network Auditing System 

1. Brief Introduction 

 
CAE820 compressed Air Netwrok Auditing System is Comate Intelligent Sensor’s latest solution 

specially designed for analyzing the performance of single compressor or compressor group. The system 

integrated flow meter (temperature and pressure measurement inside)r, power meter through tablet  

APP and Bluetooth communication technology. Users will be able to read not only the standard flow rate, 

FAD flow rate, pressure, power consumption and efficiency, but also load/off loading times, unit power 

(power consumption per unit of compressed air), and power ratio (power efficiency under a certain 

productivity of compressed air) 

.
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CAE820 do not rely on traditional display and setting system. To read or set the system, customer 

only need to use an tablet  installed COMATE APP. All the hardware ingredients in the system will 

transfer date to TGF350 flow meter and the flow meter will communicate with cell phone/ pad. Anyone 

can easily read the date or set the system. The APP can also generate an detailed report with curve 

diagram to help customer to understand the condition of the compressor better or even compare the 

tested compressor with another compress. 

 

The power meter can also upload the measurement data to COMATE compressor monitoring 

system website. So if the audit take long time, customer do not have to stay at site, but can check the 

data anywhere by logging the website. 

 

Thanks for the compact design of the system, users are able to bring the whole system anywhere 

with only a simple wheel box and a suit box provided by Comate. Engineers or sales person will be able 

to bring only one wheel box to check the performance of most of the compressor accurately and 

efficiently 
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2. System components 

 
CAE820 contains one wheel box to hold the flow measurement set and one suit case to contain the 

power meter set 

 

2.1 Flow measurement set 

 

CAE820 flow meter set contains one PTF600 pitot tube flow meter, one set of hot tap drilling tools, and 

power converter (to convert AC power to 24VDC power for flow meter), and 20 meters extending cable 

 

CAE820 flow measurement set 

 

CAE820 has one PTF600 pitot pipe flow meter.PTF600 is 

COMATE'S latest compressed air flow meter base on different 

pressure principle designed for both dry and wet air. PTF600's can 

measure a flow range of 32:1 with 1%RD+0.5%FS accuracy. The 

min and max flow are base on the pressure and pipe size.  

 

reference to chart 2.1 for measurement range or contact with 

us for flow range calculation 

 

PTF600 should be installed on pressurized compressed air 

pipeline. With the hot tap drilling tools contained in the package, 

customer can install and remove the meter without stopping the flow 

  

Although PTF600 is capable of measuring wet air, we strongly 

recommend customer to install it after dryer and container to reduce 

the chance of error caused by too much liquid water 

 

 

PTF600 inlet air flow meter 

 

PTF600 can also measure temperature and pressure ,and will communicate with the power meter .All the 

data will be transferred to power meter and then transferred to tablet or internet 
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Chart 2.1 Flow range calculation 

(Flow rate in Nm3/min) 

 

  
2 BarG 3 BarG 4 BarG 5 BarG 6  BarG 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DN25 0.11  3.51  0.13  4.05  0.14  4.52  0.15  4.95  0.17  5.35  

DN32 0.18  5.75  0.21  6.63  0.23  7.41  0.25  8.12  0.27  8.77  

DN40 0.28  8.98  0.32  10.36  0.36  11.58  0.39  12.68  0.43  13.70  

DN65 0.74  23.71  0.85  27.36  0.95  30.58  1.04  33.49  1.12  36.17  

DN80 1.12  35.91  1.29  41.45  1.44  46.32  1.58  50.73  1.70  54.79  

DN100 1.74  56.11  2.01  64.76  2.25  72.38  2.46  79.27  2.66  85.61  

DN125 2.72  87.68  3.14  101.19  3.51  113.09  3.85  123.86  4.15  133.76  

DN150 3.92  126.26  4.53  145.71  5.06  162.85  5.54  178.36  5.98  192.62  

DN200 6.97  224.45  8.05  259.03  8.99  289.51  9.85  317.08  10.64  342.43  

DN250 10.89  350.71  12.57  404.74  14.05  452.37  15.39  495.43  16.62  535.04  

DN300 15.69  505.02  18.10  582.83  20.23  651.41  22.16  713.42  23.93  770.46  

           

  
7 BarG 8 BarG 9 BarG 10 BarG 11 BarG 

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DN25 0.18  5.72  0.19  6.07  0.20  6.39  0.21  6.70  0.22  7.00  

DN32 0.29  9.37  0.31  9.94  0.33  10.47  0.34  10.99  0.36  11.47  

DN40 0.45  14.64  0.48  15.53  0.51  16.37  0.53  17.16  0.56  17.93  

DN65 1.20  38.66  1.27  41.00  1.34  43.22  1.41  45.32  1.47  47.34  

DN80 1.82  58.56  1.93  62.11  2.03  65.47  2.13  68.66  2.23  71.71  

DN100 2.84  91.51  3.01  97.05  3.18  102.29  3.33  107.28  3.48  112.04  

DN125 4.44  142.98  4.71  151.64  4.96  159.83  5.21  167.62  5.44  175.07  

DN150 6.39  205.89  6.78  218.36  7.15  230.15  7.50  241.37  7.83  252.09  

DN200 11.37  366.03  12.06  388.20  12.71  409.16  13.33  429.11  13.92  448.17  

DN250 17.76  571.92  18.84  606.56  19.86  639.32  20.82  670.48  21.75  700.26  

DN300 25.58  823.56  27.13  873.44  28.59  920.62  29.99  965.49  31.32  1008.38  

 

2.2 Power meter set 
 

One KW110M power meter, 3 current transformers and 4 voltage clampers are the power 

measurement components in CAE820 system. KW110M gather current and voltage date from the other 

two components through RS485 and flow rate, temperature ,pressure data from PTF600 flow meter. It 

can communicate with tablet through blue tooth or update data to COMATE Compressor Monitoring 

System website for customer to review 

 

The power measurement components can be used in both 3 phase 3-wire and 3 phase 4-wire 

power system, with 1% accuracy in a 5~500A range.  
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KW110M power meter Current transmitters Voltage clampers 

 

2.3 COMATE APP 
 

Instead of traditional displaying and setting system, CAE820 system can be read and set on a 

tablet through blue tooth technology, by installing COMATE APP. 

 

The setting data and measurement data are fristly saved in KW110M separately (can save 1440 

measurement point), only when customer finished a test that the meter will transfer all data to tablet and 

saved in tablet . Thus even when the pad is out of the range of the blue tooth of KW110M, KW110M itself 

can save 24 hours measurement date in built-in FRAM (set the time space between each measurement 

point to 1 minute). Once the tablet connect with the system again, it can read the data of latest 1440 

measurement point. 

 

The APP can control the start and the end of a test, when the test stop, the APP will ask if need to 

save the data. Once the data saved on APP, customer can check it anytime later, and generate a very 

detailed report with curve diagram. Customer can send the report to mailbox once connected the PAD to 

internet. 

 

Through the help of Comate Flow Meter APP, customer can operate the system very easily with 

almost 0 training after registration and understanding some basic terms of the system.  

 

 

Picture: Reading interface of the APP 
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Picture: Setting interface of the APP 

 

 

Picture: power efficiency analyzing page of the APP 

 

 

Picture: Test report
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2.4 Comate Compressor Monitoring System 
 

Comate Compressor Monitoring System is a on-line monitoring system with a remote data server 

to save all data and a website to show all data 

 

Any COMATE flow meter or other items can upload data to the remote data server. Customer can 

logging the website with their unique ID and password to check current measuring data and history data. 

The website will also provide curve graphic of all available data for customer to compare and know the 

tendency  

 

The English of this system will be on-line soon enough  

 

3. General specification 

 

System 

Power supply AC220V +/-5%, or AC/DC 85~265V, or AC380V±5% 

Ambient temperature  -40~80 dgr C 

APP For Android PAD 

To ensure best  performance, please install the APP on a 

PAD with resolution of  1920*1200 , Android 4.4 or 

higher version , with software can open xls file and pdf file 

Power meter 

Wiring 3 phase 3-wire or 3 phase 4-wires 

Voltage measurement range 2nd grade voltage test AC 0~400V 

Voltage accuracy 0.20% 

Current measurement range 2nd grade 0~5A (transformer ratio 500:5) 

current  accuracy 0.20% 

Power efficiency range up to250KW 

Power efficiency accuracy 0.50% 

PTF600  flow 

meter 

Inlet pipe size DN25~DN100 

Measurement range and accuracy 1% RD+ 0.5%FS in 1:32 flow range 
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